Three-dimensional cardiac anatomy and function in heart disease in adults: initial results with the dynamic spatial reconstructor.
The dynamic spatial reconstructor, or DSR, is a unique high-speed volume-imaging x-ray scanner based on computed tomographic principles. In this report, we present data obtained from the first feasibility DSR studies of adult patients with heart disease. Information from three patients--one with hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy, one with calcific aortic valvular disease, and one with a left ventricular aneurysm--is described in detail. The mean DSR scanning time for each patient was 20 seconds, and the mean total irradiation to the sternum was 15.3 R. Transverse cross sections were reconstructed and then retrospectively reformatted to provide operator-selected oblique sections in space (for example, long-axis and short-axis sections of the left ventricle), to follow these sections through time (such as from end-diastole through end-systole), and to create three-dimensional displays (for instance, of the left ventricular chamber). Unique quantitative measurements of structure and function were made by using these images. For generation of most imaging data, only one injection of contrast material into the right side of the heart is necessary. Clinically useful three-dimensional dynamic imaging data can be acquired from adult patients with heart disease by using the DSR. Compared with conventional angiocardiography, DSR studies can provide information with less x-ray exposure and fewer angiographic injections.